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Questions and Answers: ITB E1R40, FM 438656-1-52-01, Construction of a
Tractor/Storage Shed
Question: 1. Is there an on-site location to dispose of the stripping’s that will need to
be removed for the concrete slab foundation? (Yes there is a site that the contractor can
dispose of the millings.) If there is fill material that needs to be added for under the
concrete slab foundation, will that material be provided from an on-site location?
Answer: The contractor will be providing the fill material.
Question: 2: Reference the following:
Drawing no. AA-103 States that the scale is 3/32”=1’ ( The scale of 3/16”=1’seems to
provide accurate dimensions.)
Drawing no. AS-201 States that the scale is 3/32”=1’ (The scale of 3/16”=1’ seems to
provide accurate dimensions.)
Drawing no. AS-101 States that the scale is 1/16”=1’ (The scale of ¼”=1’ seems to
provide accurate dimensions.)
Drawing no. AA-103 States that the scale is 3/32”=1’ (The scale of 3/16”=1’seems to
provide accurate dimensions.)
Please Confirm that the correct scale is the ones we have indicated
Answer: Please disregard the scale and use dimensions noted on the drawings.
Question: 3. Reference: 1. Bid proposal Exhibit 2 option 1 : Additional 25 feet concrete
apron.
Drawing no.AS-102 sheet no. 3: The action shown for the building footings on AS-102
will require the removal of the existing asphalt pavement in order to be able to build the
25’ apron.
Please confirm that you wish to remove this section of asphalt pavement
Answer: Yes. If the 25’ apron is awarded, then the asphalt will be removed before
installation.
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Question: 4. Reference: Drawing No. AS-102 sheet 2: Does not show existing ground
elevation or an finished floor elevation.
Will you be providing this information.
Answer: No.

